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Your donation paves
the way for therapy!

The
LiteScout system
is particularly suited
for supporting visually
impaired and multiple
handicapped
children.

Research studies in numerous therapy centers aim to
prove the effectiveness of the LiteScout on a scientific
basis. This will create the conditions for the assumption
of costs by health insurance schemes in the future.
Aktion Kindertraum has already provided numerous families with a LiteScout, and is convinced of its success. We
would now like to smooth the way for as many affected
children as possible to benefit from the LiteScout.
Please support us in this. Every donation counts and is
an enormous ray of hope for visually impaired children.
Aktion Kindertraum
Pfarrlandplatz 4, 30451 Hannover, Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)511 / 2 11 02 15
www.aktion-kindertraum.de
www.facebook.com/AktionKindertraum
IBAN: DE10 2501 0030 0138 1963 02
BIC: PBNKDEFF
Donation Account: 138 196 302
Bank Code: 250 100 30 (Postbank Hannover)
Reference: LiteScout
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Give
visually impaired
children a

Ray of Hope!

Visually impaired children should be supported in the best way!

Help to realize a huge opportunity!
Many visually impaired children can distinguish between
light and dark, and can perceive outlines. To retain this
visual acuity, it must be trained. Learning with an illuminated, magnetic panel improves visual performance,
hand-eye coordination and perception.
A study can lead to assumption of costs
by health insurance schemes
The LiteScout is an illuminated, magnetic panel of this
type. However, many affected families cannot afford
to procure the device, and health insurance schemes
will only cover costs once its effectiveness has been
scientifically proven.
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For this reason, Aktion Kindertraum is supporting a
study at the Pädagogische Hochschule Heidelberg
that aims to confirm that therapy for visually impaired
children can be considerably enhanced with the LiteScout.

Learning by way
of the LiteScout
provides pleasure for Lea,
and improves
her remaining
visual acuity
and motor skills.

Aktion Kindertraum was already able to
help Lea – many others are hoping for help
With the help of donations, Aktion Kindertaum was
able to provide little Lea with a LiteScout. The girl
suffers from CHARGE syndrome.
Working with the LiteScout helps her retain her
visual acuity. In addition, she has become much
more open towards other people, and she has more
zest for life. Aktion Kindertraum would like to grant
other children this opportunity for development as
well.
Aktion Kindertraum would consequently like to
equip therapy centers participating in the study with
LiteScouts, so that illuminated, magnetic panels can
be tested in practice. But right now, the funding is
lacking!

Visual exercises on the illuminated, magnetic panel
are a focus of individual support.

Please assist us with your donation!
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